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Introduction
This booklet comprises two writing topics, seven benchmarked essays and two
speaking tests from the June 2011 ALCE examination, released by the Hellenic
TM

American University.
The seven benchmarked essays have been included to show a range of scores:

Essay

Score

Essay 1:

18

Essay 2:

16

Essay 3:

12

Essay 4:

11

Essay 5:

10

Essay 6:

8

Essay 7:

5

The ALCE writing section is rated according to standardized rating scales. These
TM

scales are divided into four criteria: Task Development, Organization, Range of
Language and Accuracy. Each of the criteria carries a mark between 1 and 5, and
these marks are added to give a total out of 20, with 11 as a minimally passing
score.
The benchmarked essays included in this booklet display a range of marks for
each of the criteria to help teachers assess the level of their students’ writing
ability in relation to the scoring rubrics.
The writing prompts and the two speaking tests provide additional materials for
teachers to use with their students when preparing for the ALCE examination.
TM

A full sample test is also available on the Hellenic American University website
(www.hauniv.us).
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4

Style and format are mostly not appropriate for the genre.

May mention the prompts, but mostly does not provide
sufficient subsidiary points, detail, reasons or relevant
examples.

Mostly does not develop the topic satisfactorily because
of irrelevancy, ineffective use of the prompts or through
misunderstanding the task.

Style and format are often not appropriate for the genre.

May mention the prompts, but often does not provide
sufficient subsidiary points, detail, reasons or relevant
examples.

Often does not develop the topic satisfactorily because
of irrelevancy, ineffective use of the prompts or through
misunderstanding the task.
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Highly Ineffective
Writing

FAIL

1

Ineffective
Writing

NARROW FAIL

2

Inappropriate linking between sentences and
paragraphs mostly hinders the smooth flow of the
text.

Mostly uses a very limited range of cohesive devices
to link sentences and paragraphs.

There is no introduction or conclusion to the topic of
the text.

Inappropriate linking between sentences and
paragraphs may often hinder the smooth flow of the
text.

Often uses a limited range of cohesive devices to link
sentences and paragraphs.

Does not provide a relevant or appropriate
introduction and conclusion.

Often describes, supports, and expands at some length,
using relevant examples and/or reasons.

Satisfactory
Writing

Flexibility in style is somewhat limited, but style and format
are often appropriate for the genre.

Often uses a range of organizational patterns and
linking devices in order to achieve the smooth flow of
the text.

Develops the topic satisfactorily and relevantly, covering
some aspects of the topic more effectively than others.
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LOW PASS

Provides an introduction and conclusion, but they may
not be completely relevant or appropriate.

Style and format are mostly appropriate for the genre.

Mostly uses a range of organizational patterns and
linking devices in order to achieve the smooth flow of
the text.

Provides a relevant introduction and an appropriate
conclusion.

Consistently uses a wide range of organizational
patterns and cohesive devices in an effective manner.

Provides an effective introduction and conclusion.

Text organization:
● introduction with thesis statement
● conclusion
● connections between paragraphs
& between sentences
● reference words

Organization

Effective
Writing

PASS

Develops the topic effectively and mostly relevantly.
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Mostly describes, supports, and expands at some length,
using relevant examples and/or reasons.

Consistently uses an appropriate style and format.

Effectively describes, supports, and expands at length,
using well-chosen examples and/or detailed reasons.

Completes the task fully and relevantly, covering all aspects
of the topic effectively.

Appropriacy of style & format for the genre

Highly Effective
Writing

HIGH PASS
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FOCUS

Elaboration

Relevance to the task set

Topic Development

Mostly uses a very limited variety
of complex syntactical forms and
displays a lack of lexical range.

Mostly uses a limited range
of language in attempting to
accomplish the task.

Often uses a limited variety of
complex syntactical forms and
displays a lack of lexical range.

Often uses a limited range
of language in attempting to
accomplish the task.

Often uses some variety of
syntactical structures and displays
sufficient lexical range to accomplish
the task satisfactorily.

Often displays a good command of
a satisfactory range of language to
accomplish the task.

Mostly uses some variety of
syntactical structures and displays
sufficient lexical range to accomplish
the task.

Mostly displays a good command of
a range of language to accomplish
the task.

Consistently chooses vocabulary appropriate
for the topic and style.

Consistently uses a broad range of
syntactical structures, and displays a
wide lexical range.

Vocabulary may frequently be inappropriate for
the topic and style.

Errors occur in both simple and
complex structures, frequently impeding
communication.

Some vocabulary may be inappropriate for the
topic and style.

Errors may often occur in both simple and
complex structures, which may sometimes
impede communication.

Errors may occur in simple and more complex
structures, but do not impede communication.

Often chooses vocabulary appropriate for the
topic and style.

Maintains a satisfactory degree of grammatical
and syntactical accuracy.

Some errors may occur in more complex
structures, but do not impede communication.

Mostly chooses vocabulary appropriate for the
topic and style.

Mostly maintains a fairly high degree of
grammatical and syntactical accuracy.

Minor errors may occur.

Consistently maintains a high degree of
grammatical and syntactical accuracy, even in
complex structures.

Accuracy of:
● grammar
● syntax
● vocabulary

Accuracy

Consistently shows great flexibility
in formulating ideas by using a wide
range of linguistic forms effectively.

Complexity of:
● grammar
● syntax
● vocabulary

Range of Language

Advanced Level Certificate in English (ALCETM)
Writing Section Scoring Rubrics: Descriptors of Salient Features

ALCETM Writing Scoring Rubrics

ALCETM May-June 2011 Writing Prompts
Choose ONE of the two writing tasks below. You should write between 225 and 250 words. Your essay will be
marked down if it falls below this range. You have 30 minutes for this task. Your writing will be assessed on its
range and accuracy of language, organization, and topic development.

Task A
Unhealthy weight gain is rapidly becoming an issue for many children and teenagers. Some people
believe that teachers should directly address these children and teenagers about their weight and health.
Others argue that this may lead to these students feeling singled out and create psychological issues. In
your opinion, should teachers speak to children and teenagers about weight loss? Give reasons to support
your views.
You must use at least two points from the box below to develop and support your opinion, but you can
also add your own ideas.
For:
SPEAKING ABOUT WEIGHT LOSS

For:
NOT SPEAKING ABOUT WEIGHT LOSS

●

Important for health

●

Possibility of bullying by others

●

Responsibility of teacher

●

Reduction of self-confidence

●

Ability to give guidance on diet

●

Responsibility of parents only

●

Preventing social isolation

●

Possibility of poorer schoolwork

Task B
Fossil fuel energy sources, such as oil and coal, are often labeled as bad for the environment, and as
unsuitable for long-term energy supplies. The current debate centers on whether to replace fossil fuels
with nuclear energy, or with non-nuclear alternatives, such as solar power and wind power. In your opinion,
should governments encourage nuclear or non-nuclear energy sources? Give reasons to support your
views.
You must use at least two points from the box below to develop and support your opinion, but you can
also add your own ideas.
For:
NUCLEAR POWER

For:
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES

●

Technology available

●

Cheap

●

Efficient

●

Few health risks

●

Reliable

●

Solar and wind power renewable

●

Energy independence

●

Environmentally friendly
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ESSAY 1
Task B

Natural resources are dwindling and conservationists urge that alternative energy
sources be used. But the question arises; should governments invest in nuclear power
or favor different energy sources? Although this is a highly controversial issue, I
believe that non-nuclear energy sources are the most preferable.
First of all, in many countries, mine included, power can be generated by natural
phenomena, namely the sun and the wind. Renewable sources of this kind are not
only found in abundance, but are economical as well. Building a nuclear power plant
is a laborious, expensive and time-consuming process, whereas installing fotovolaic
panels or wind turbines requires less money. Furthermore, non-nuclear energy
sources do not pose hazards to the environment. Emitting harmful substances in the
atmosphere, nuclear plants are not the ideal solution.
Last but not least, should governments encourage renewable energy sources, few
health problems will occur. It is an indisputable fact that nuclear power, appraised
though it may be, can pose a great menace to people’s health. When accidents
occur, nuclear power wreaks havoc on entire countries.
All things considered, I am in favor of those who contend that the prevailing
energy source should be either the solar or the wind power. Conserving the
environment must be our priority, because our own existence is bound with the
fate of the nature. Should we want to protect ourselves, we must opt for renewable
energy sources.
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Topic Development: 4
The candidate develops the topic effectively and mostly describes, supports, and expands at some length, using
relevant examples and /or reasons. The third paragraph is not as developed as other parts of the text and for this
reason the candidate receives a 4 rather than a 5. The style is mostly appropriate for the genre, with some parts of
the text being a little stilted. For example, ‘I am in favor of those who contend that’.
Organization: 5
The candidate provides an effective introduction and conclusion, and consistently uses a wide range of
organizational patterns and cohesive devices in an effective manner. The introduction clearly sets out the
candidate’s opinion, while the conclusion emphasizes the points made in the text. The candidate links paragraphs
and sentences throughout.
Range of language: 5
The candidate consistently shows great flexibility in formulating ideas by using a wide range of linguistic forms
effectively, with a broad range of syntactical structures, and a wide lexical range. For example, the candidate makes
effective use of subordinate clauses throughout the text, as well as noun phrases. Lexical range is demonstrated by,
for example, ‘generated’, ‘namely’, ‘laborious’, ‘emitting’, etc. The candidate also uses collocations appropriately, such
as ‘pose hazards’, ‘wreaks havoc’, ‘we must opt for’, etc.
Accuracy: 4
The candidate mostly maintains a fairly high degree of grammatical and syntactical accuracy, and mostly chooses
vocabulary appropriate for the topic and style. Some errors occur. For example, the last sentence of paragraph 2 is
confusing and ‘appraised’ is not used appropriately, both causing the reader to pause. Minor errors also occur: ‘the’
is not used appropriately in ‘the solar’, ‘the wind’ and ‘the nature’ in the final paragraph.
Overall
This candidate’s script is given a score of 18. The topic is mostly well developed with a good lexical and syntactical
range. Errors mostly do not impede communication and the organization helps the text to flow from beginning
to end.
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ESSAY 2
Task A

Nowadays many children and teenagers are overweight and this is a
condition that can cause serious health problems to them in the

future. So, many people believe that teachers should speak to these
children and advise them so that serious health problems can be

deterred. However, there are people who think that weight loss is a
personal issue and only parents are responsible to deal with it.

People who claim that teachers should talk to overweight children
or teenagers about weight loss support their view with a range of
arguements. First of all, it is likely that children who have gained

unhealthy weight will face health problems in the future. So it is very

important for them to have a talk with their teacher in order to ensure
that this will not happen in the future, only if, of course, they lose
weight. Moreover the teacher is responsible to talk to the children

and advise them, because it is a part of their job to take care of the

children. Furthermore, the teacher is able to talk to overweight children
and guide them on a diet, with a proper way without insulting them.
In addition, a weight loss can prevent the social isolation of these
children, as they will not feel misfit.

On the other hand, people who believe that teachers should not talk

to children or teenagers who have gained unhealthy weight about weight
loss, support their opinion with quite a few arguments. Firstly, it is
possible that other people or classmates bully overweight children

due to their weight. This situation may lead to a reduction of selfconfidence of these children. Additionally, parents are responsible
to deal with this personal issue and not teachers, because then

the children may be insulted or depressed. So they may not do their
homework.

To sum up, although teachers can guide overweight children on a diet
and prevent serious health problems, parents are only responsible to
deal with this personal issue of weight loss.
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Topic Development: 4
The candidate develops the topic effectively and mostly describes, supports, and expands at some length, using
relevant examples and/or reasons. The third paragraph, however, contains a large number of points loosely
connected with insufficient development.
Organization: 4
The candidate provides a relevant introduction and conclusion, and mostly uses a range of organizational patterns
and cohesive devices in order to achieve the smooth flow of text. The text is connected throughout, not only
between paragraphs, but also between sentences. However, these linkers, while providing for a smooth flow, are
somewhat mechanical.
Range of language: 4
The candidate mostly displays a good command of a range of language, with some variety of syntactical structures
and sufficient lexical range to accomplish the task. For example, the candidate makes reasonably effective use of
subordinate clauses throughout the text. Sufficient lexical range is demonstrated by, for example, ‘personal issue’,
‘support their view’, etc.
Accuracy: 4
The candidate mostly maintains a fairly high degree of grammatical and syntactical accuracy, and mostly chooses
vocabulary appropriate for the topic and style. Some errors occur. For example, some inappropriate vocabulary
includes ‘deterred’, ‘the teacher is responsible to talk to’ and ‘misfit’, while grammatical errors include ‘a weight loss’,
‘a reduction of self-confidence of’ and ‘guide overweight children on a diet’.
Overall
This candidate’s script is given a score of 16. The topic is mostly well developed with a sufficient lexical and
syntactical range. Errors mostly do not impede communication and the organization helps the text to flow from
beginning to end.
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ESSAY 3
Task A

Nowadays, there is an increasing number of people, especially children and
teenagers who gain a lot of unhealthy weight. Unfortunately, there is little
informing about the unhealthy weight. In my opinion, I believe that teachers
should speak to children and teenagers about weight loss.
To begin with, it is very important for children and teenagers to know somewhat
for their health. Both parents and teachers should care about the health of
children and help them to lose weight. A healthy diet is very significant to be
followed from teenagers. Consequently, they will not face health problems in their
old age.
Furthermore, teachers are responsible not only for the education of children
but also for their personality and behaviour. They should care about them, be
helpful and able to give guidance for a healthy diet to them. They can give
them a lot of information about their health and sensitise them to care about
themselves.
Last but not least, they can help them not to become isolated. Unfortunately,
children with a lot of weight face racism from other children and as a result,
they become isolated and without self-confidence. If teachers help them to
obtain a lot of confidence, speaking them about weight loss, they will soon
become as the children of the same age.
Taking everything into consideration, speaking about weight loss can have
positive consequences on both the health and the self-confidence of children.
Helpfulness and kindness of teachers will be awarded, too.
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Topic Development: 3
The candidate develops the topic satisfactorily and relevantly, covering some aspects of the topic more effectively
than others. For example, the topic sentence of paragraph 2 concerns children and teenagers learning about health
issues, but this aspect of the topic is expanded in paragraph 3, while the remainder of paragraph 2 concerns the
importance of weight loss. The candidate often describes, supports, and expands at some length, as for example in
paragraph 4, where the consequences and solution for isolation are discussed.
Organization: 3
The candidate provides an introduction and conclusion, but they are not completely relevant or appropriate.
For example, the conclusion ends with an irrelevant reference to the helpfulness and kindness of teachers. The
candidate often uses a range of organizational patterns and linking devices in order to achieve the smooth flow
of the text. These include ‘to begin with’, ‘furthermore’, ‘last but not least’ and ‘taking everything into consideration’.
While these devices function as clear markers, the sentences within each paragraph are not so clearly linked. For
example, the introduction comprises a series of statements, not linked to each other and the references in the last
sentence of paragraph 3 – ‘they’, ‘their’, ‘them’, ‘themselves’ – are not clear.
Range of language: 3
The candidate often displays a good command of a satisfactory range of language to accomplish the task, and often
uses some variety of syntactical structures and displays sufficient lexical range to accomplish the task satisfactorily.
For example, the candidate uses ‘an increasing number of’, ‘can help them not to become’, ‘face … from’, ‘help them
to obtain’, ‘positive consequences on’, but there are few other examples to show the candidate’s lexical range. Some
syntactical structures are also present, such as the use of relative clauses, and infinitive and gerund constructions,
but the range is not extensive.
Accuracy: 3
The candidate maintains a satisfactory degree of grammatical and syntactical accuracy, often choosing vocabulary
appropriate for the topic and style. Errors occur in simple and more complex structures, but do not impede
communication. For example, ‘there is little informing about’, ‘know somewhat for’, ‘significant to be followed’, etc.
Overall
This candidate’s script is given a score of 3 for each of the criteria, making a total of 12. The topic development,
organization, range of language and accuracy are satisfactory for the level.
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ESSAY 4
Task B

The replacing of fossil fuels is an issue of much controversy every

year over year among goverments. Fossil fuels are either inappropriate

for the enviromental issues or unreliable as long-period energy sources.
To begin with, I am wholeheartedly in favor of alternative energy

sources, which have many advantages. Firstly, alternative sources

are very cheap. This will help the countries which are facing a bleak
economy. In other words, people will stop spending a lot of money

with fossil fuels. Additionally, the health risks because of the use
of alternative sources are hotly debated. With these sources, the

health risks will be diminished directly and this will give a breath to

people. Moreover, these energy sources are more common than other

resources of energy. To be more specific, there will not be a problem
on searching about them, especially about the countries that are
geographically rich because of alternative energy.

Secondly, the energy is commonly used by renewable sources such

as solar and wind power. In the last decades, solar power is mostly

used instead of other sources because of the continuouing renewable
energy that the sun gives us. This, also, helps to the recycling which
is another renewable energy. Finally, alternative energy sources are

enviromentally friendly which is very useful in our today’s society. In
other words, people can use a lot of resourcable energy and keep our
enviroment clean, too.

Taking everything into consideration, alternative sources of energy are

very suitable for humans instead of fossil fuels. From its advantages,
we understand that is an excellent chance, using them, to correspond

to the problems that we occurred in the past, and goverments should
encourage using them.
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Topic Development: 3
The candidate develops the topic satisfactorily and often describes, supports, and expands, using relevant examples
and/or reasons. Most of the points mentioned in the second and third paragraphs are expanded on.
Organization: 3
The candidate provides an introduction and conclusion, but they are not completely relevant or appropriate.
For example, the introduction does not contain the writer’s point of view and the conclusion is confusing. The
candidate often uses a range of organizational patterns and linking devices in order to achieve the smooth flow
of the text. Apart from linkers, reference words help to provide connections between different parts of the text.
Range of language: 3
The candidate often displays a command of a satisfactory range of language, with some variety of syntactical
structures and sufficient lexical range to accomplish the task satisfactorily.
Accuracy: 2
Errors often occur in both simple and complex structures, which sometimes impede communication. For example,
‘every year over year’, ‘spending a lot of money with fossil fuels’, ‘another renewable energy’, ‘the energy is commonly
used by renewable sources’, etc. Some vocabulary may be inappropriate for the topic, for example ‘resourcable
energy’, ‘give a breath’, ‘correspond’, ‘occurred’, etc.
Overall
This candidate’s script is given a score of 11. The topic development and organization are satisfactory for the level.
Though the range of language is not particularly broad, it is sufficient for the task. The accuracy of the candidate’s
language, however, is not at the level expected.
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ESSAY 5
Task A

A lot of people believe that school teachers have to inform the children about
the unhealthy weight. Some others think that this is a big mistake. In my
opinion, they have to speak about the weight loss to children.
First of all, when you inform children about the unhealthy weight and give them
some advise to deal with that you teach them how important health is. Also we
must think that everything in life is health and teach teenagers and children to
love it. In addition teachers have to be resposible person and understand that
all this doing for the good of the young people.
Secondly, school have to inform children and give them a reason to lose the
weight or to be careful with that. For example, they can tell them that if you
thin and you have a good health your future is more easier. You can find a
job quicker and also you can do a lot of activities that you want.
On the other hand some others say that some students may feel uncomfortable
and that is possible to create psychological issues with this way. But I
think that if you done it with a nice and gently way and make children and
teenagers to trust you, nobody is gone have a problem.
In conclusion I would like to say that schools have to show to the children
the right way of the life and inform them about what is good for them, also
if there are some consicancies.
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Topic Development: 3
The candidate develops the topic satisfactorily and often describes, supports, and expands, using relevant
examples and/or reasons. Each paragraph develops a distinct aspect of the topic.
Organization: 3
The candidate provides an introduction and conclusion, although the conclusion is slightly confusing due to the
final word. The candidate often uses a range of organizational patterns and linking devices in order to achieve the
smooth flow of the text, both between paragraphs and between sentences.
Range of language: 2
The candidate often uses a limited range of language, with a limited variety of complex syntactical forms and a lack
of lexical range. Most of the sentences have a simple structure and there is little evidence of a broad vocabulary.
Accuracy: 2
Errors often occur in both simple and complex structures, which sometimes impede communication. For example,
the frequent incorrect use of articles, both ‘the’, and ‘a’, ‘gently way’, ‘if you done it’, ‘nobody is gone have’, etc. Some
vocabulary is inappropriate, for example ‘consicancies’, ‘if you thin’, etc.
Overall
This candidate’s script is given a score of 10. The topic development and organization are satisfactory for the level.
The range of language and accuracy of the candidate’s language, however, is not at the level expected.
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ESSAY 6
Task A

Nowadays, unhealthy gaining weight is maybe the most serious problem
which is faced by children. For this reason, there are a lot of people

who believe that teachers have to adress these children and teenagers
about their weight and health, but there is also other who don’t.

First of all, I would like to say that I’m one of those who believe

that teachers should adress children about their weight and health. I

believe that a teacher is responsible for the educational and personality
of their students, so I think that they are responsible for this, too,

and why not the government make a law which will force teachers do it
as a subject.

In addition, I believe that teacher could miss some of his hours

of lessons so that talk to the children about their weight and not

to those who have problem but and the others who haven’t. If this
happened, then the children would understand their problem and I’m
sure that they would be everything for having a better health.

What’s more, the most serious motivation for me so that teacher talk

to children is their social isolation. Especially, the lattest investigations
report that the plenty of overweight children have an unusual sosial

isolation. So, I believe that these could be prevented by teachers and it
will have as a result children will avoid psychological problems, and of
course lose weight.

To sum up, I would like to say that the teachers must be very

careful about this and remind to parents that teachers aren’t the only
responsible for this, they are too.
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Topic Development: 2
The candidate often does not develop the topic satisfactorily because of ineffective use of the prompts. The
candidate mentions some of the prompts, but often does not provide sufficient subsidiary points, detail, reasons
or relevant examples. For example, paragraph 3 is not clearly explained and does not contain supporting details.
The style and format are often not appropriate for the genre. For example, the use of contractions in a formal piece
of writing: ‘what’s’, ‘I’m’, etc.
Organization: 2
The candidate does not provide an appropriate introduction, as the candidate’s opinion is added to the beginning
of the following paragraph, while the conclusion is muddled with no clear point. The candidate often uses a limited
range of cohesive devices to link sentences and paragraphs, such as ‘to sum up’ and ‘in addition’, but there are also
linkers which are used inappropriately, such as ‘especially’ and ‘so’, which hinder the smooth flow of the text.
Range of language: 2
The candidate often uses a limited range of language in attempting to accomplish the task, displaying a limited
variety of complex syntactical forms and a lack of lexical range.
Accuracy: 2
Errors often occur in both simple and complex structures, which sometimes impede communication. For example,
‘unhealthy gaining weight’, ‘but there is also other who don’t’, ‘why not the government make a law’, etc.
Overall
This candidate’s script is given a score of 2 for each of the criteria, making a total of 8. The topic development,
organization, range of language, and accuracy are below the level expected of an ALCE candidate.
TM
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ESSAY 7
Task A

Nowadays many people, mostly children and teenagers, have weight problem.
Some people support that teachers should talk to them about their weight and
health. Althought teachers directions provide to that children useful ideas and
guidance to improve their health, it also has some drawbacks and both aspects
of our issue will be examined before.
To begin with, if teacher talk to her students and told them that our health
is the most important thing in our lives then these children may give a
try, so they will be healthier and more knowledgable for their health. Also
teachers should give a push to these children to have diet to do better their
appearance but at the same time their health.
On the other hand there are some drawbacks if teacher talk to their children
about weight loss. Firstly, will be created a possibility of bullying by other to
children with many weight. In this way the confidence and the comfortability
that they have will be lost.
To sum up there are two points of view about speaking from teachers to
children about weight loss. In my opinion, the best option is that teachers
speak to their students because they may feel and learn more about their
health and understand how important for us to have a healthy life and a
attractive and good appearance.

18

Topic Development: 1
The candidate mostly does not develop the topic satisfactorily. Although many of the prompts are mentioned, there
are insufficient subsidiary points, detail, reasons or relevant examples. For example, in paragraph 3, the candidate
uses the points relating to bullying and lack of self-confidence, but combines them into the same sentence without
any elaboration.
Organization: 2
Although the candidate provides an introduction to the topic, it is not well organized and is confusing to the reader.
The candidate uses some cohesive devices to link sentences and paragraphs, but in places the text is choppy and
does not flow well. For example, the final sentence of the first paragraph is confusing due to the use of ‘although’
and the unclear referent ‘it’. The final sentence of the text contains ‘and’ three times, as well as a ‘but’.
Range of language: 1
The candidate mostly uses a limited range of language in attempting to accomplish the task. There is a very limited
variety of complex syntactical forms and a lack of lexical range. Many of the words and phrases are taken from the
prompts. For example, ‘weight and health’, ‘guidance’, ‘issue’, ‘bullying’, ‘confidence’.
Accuracy: 1
Errors occur in both simple and complex structures, frequently impeding communication, while vocabulary may
frequently be inappropriate for the topic and style. Examples include: ‘have weight problem’, ‘teachers directions
provide to that’, ‘examined before’, ‘if teacher’, etc.
Overall
This candidate’s script is given a score of 5. The topic is not at all developed, but is rather a series of points taken
from the prompts. The range and accuracy of the language is not appropriate to the level, while the organization
of the text is sometimes choppy and confusing.
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Mostly uses a very limited variety of
grammatical and syntactical forms, and mostly
displays a lack of lexical range in attempting to
accomplish the tasks.

Often uses a limited variety of complex
grammatical and syntactical forms, and often
displays a lack of lexical range in attempting to
accomplish the tasks.

Often uses some variety of grammatical and
syntactical structures, and often displays
sufficient lexical range to accomplish the tasks
satisfactorily.

Mostly uses a variety of grammatical and
syntactical structures, and mostly displays
sufficient lexical range to accomplish the tasks
effectively.

Consistently chooses vocabulary appropriate for
the topic and style.

Consistently uses a broad range of syntactical
structures appropriately, and displays a wide
lexical range.

Some hesitations may occur. Conceptually
challenging topics may sometimes hinder a
natural, smooth flow of language.

Often chooses vocabulary appropriate for the topic
and style.

Vocabulary may frequently be inappropriate for the
topic and style.

Hesitations are frequent enough to disrupt the
flow of speech very noticeably.

Produces short and occasionally longer
utterances on familiar topics, but mostly
encounters difficulty when dealing with complex
topics.

Hesitations are frequent enough to disrupt the
flow of speech noticeably.

Some vocabulary may be inappropriate for the
topic and style.
Errors may occur in both simple and
complex structures, which frequently impede
communication.

Often produces both short and longer utterances
on familiar topics, but encounters difficulty when
dealing with complex topics.

Errors may occur in both simple and complex
structures, which may sometimes impede
communication.

Errors may sometimes occur in more complex
structures, but do not impede communication.

Often expresses him/herself with ease using
both short and longer utterances spontaneously.

Often maintains a satisfactory degree of
grammatical and syntactical accuracy.

Errors may occasionally occur in more complex
structures, but do not impede communication.

Some hesitations may occasionally occur,
particularly when the topic is conceptually
challenging.

Mostly chooses vocabulary appropriate for the
topic and style.

Can follow speech on familiar topics, but has
great difficulty following the interlocutor on
complex topics.

Contributes to the development of familiar
topics, but has great difficulty developing
complex topics.

Can often follow speech on familiar topics,
but has difficulty following the interlocutor on
complex topics.

Often contributes to the development of
familiar topics, but has difficulty developing
complex topics.

Mostly understands the interlocutor, though
may seek occasional clarification.

Often contributes to the development of
complex topics satisfactorily.

Mostly understands the interlocutor, though
may seek very occasional clarification.

Mostly contributes to the development of
complex topics effectively.

Consistently understands the interlocutor.

Hesitations are rare. Only a conceptually
challenging topic can hinder a natural, smooth
flow of language.
Mostly expresses him/herself with ease using
both short and longer utterances spontaneously.

Consistently contributes to the development of
complex topics easily and effectively.

Understanding

Contribution

Interaction

Consistently expresses him/herself effectively
on complex topics at length.

Flow of speech

Hesitations

Length of utterances

Fluency

Mostly maintains a fairly high degree of
grammatical and syntactical accuracy.

Minor errors may occur.

Consistently maintains a high degree of
grammatical and syntactical accuracy, even in
complex structures.

Accuracy of:
● grammar
● syntax
● vocabulary

Accuracy

Consistently shows great flexibility in formulating
ideas by using a wide range of linguistic forms
effectively.
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Highly Limited
Speaker

FAIL

1

Limited
Speaker

NARROW FAIL

2

Satisfactory
Speaker

LOW PASS

3

Effective
Speaker

PASS

4

Highly Effective
Speaker

HIGH PASS

5

FOCUS

Complexity of:
● grammar
● syntax
● vocabulary

Range of Language

TM

Advanced Level Certificate in English (ALCE )
Speaking Section Scoring Rubrics: Descriptors of Salient Features

ALCETM Speaking Section Scoring Rubrics

Speaking Topics A and B May-June 2011
TOPIC A: CONSUMERISM
TASK 1: WARM-UP (1 minute)
TASK 2 (2 ½ minutes)
In this part of the speaking test, a picture and a short text related to it are used to introduce the topic.
They are followed by a question to which you must respond.

“He who dies with the most toys wins.”
Anonymous

Question: In your opinion, does society pressure citizens to consume more than they should?
Consider the following points to help you develop your answer.
You will have 30 seconds to prepare your response.
●

How what we need compares to what we want

●

How businesses depend on selling things

●

Whether the things we own reflect who we are
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TOPIC A: CONSUMERISM
TASK 3 (4 minutes)
In this part of the speaking test, you will be asked to respond to questions about consumerism. If you
wish, you may use the points for each question to help you with your answer.
1	How does society affect people’s decisions about purchasing products?
● Status symbols
		
● Advertising
		
● Peer pressure
		

2	What are some of the factors that make certain products more desirable than others?
● Function
		
● Cost
		
● Design
		

3	In your opinion, how do the things owned by today’s generation differ from those of their parents’
generation?
● New technologies
		
● More products available
		
● Non-essential items
		

4	In your opinion, is someone who owns many nice things necessarily happy?
● Importance of consumer goods
		
● Health more important
		
● Jealousy of others
		

5	When people purchase consumer goods, should they think about how those goods will be disposed of
when they are no longer useful?
● Environmental concerns
		
● Recycling
		
● Responsibilities of manufacturers
		

6	In your opinion, what do the products a society consumes say about its people?
● Cultural values
		
● Economic situation
		
● Technological development
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TOPIC A: CONSUMERISM
TASK 4 (3 ½ minutes)
In this part of the speaking test, you will read a text that presents two sides of a controversial issue.
Your task will be to argue in favor of one side. If you wish, you may use any of the points provided
below to help you develop your argument.
You will have one minute to prepare your argument.
Issue: Credit cards allow people to buy things they could not afford to if they had to pay in cash. This convenience
allows people to live better and more comfortable lives. However, if used improperly, credit cards can lead to
unmanageable debt and hardship.
Question: What do you think?
Should credit cards be widely available?
For:
MAKING CREDIT CARDS WIDELY
AVAILABLE

For:
RESTRICTING ACCESS TO CREDIT
CARDS

●

Financial flexibility

●

Fewer debt problems

●

Good for the economy

●

Fewer unnecessary purchases

●

Useful for emergencies

●

More financial responsibility

●

Luxuries affordable

●

Reduced consumerism
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TOPIC B: LIVING IN A WIRED WORLD
TASK 1: WARM-UP (1 minute)
TASK 2 (2 ½ minutes)
In this part of the speaking test, a picture and a short text related to it are used to introduce the topic.
They are followed by a question to which you must respond.

“Email, instant messaging, and cell phones give us fabulous communication ability,
but because we live and work in our own little worlds, that communication is totally
disorganized.”
Marilyn vos Savant

Question: In your opinion, how has the increased use of mobile phones and other forms of instant
communication affected society?
Consider the following points to help you develop your answer.
You will have 30 seconds to prepare your response.
●

Convenience

●

Increased workplace productivity

●

Lack of direct contact with people
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TOPIC B: LIVING IN A WIRED WORLD
TASK 3 (4 minutes)
In this part of the speaking test, you will be asked to respond to questions about living in a wired world.
If you wish, you may use the points for each question to help you with your answer.
1	What are some of the disadvantages to living in a society in which everyone is expected to be reachable
at a moment’s notice?
● No separation of work/private life
		
● Stress
		
● People without technology left behind
		

2	“As a technology becomes cheaper, its perceived usefulness increases.” Do you agree or disagree with
this statement? Why?
● Increased availability
		
● Price not an indicator
		
● Use of different technologies
		

3	Has the increased ease with which people can now communicate with each other affected the content of
the messages that are communicated?
● Unnecessary communication
		
● Texting shortcuts
		
● Ability to send files
		

4	Should there be restrictions on how and where mobile communications devices can be used?
● Driving
		
● Public places
		
● Headphones
		

5	Is it appropriate to give young children their own mobile phones? Why or why not?
● Texting in classrooms
		
● Safety
		
● Health concerns
		

6	What are some of the environmental consequences of a society in which mobile devices are widely
used?
● Disposal issues
		
● Land use for towers
		
● Energy consumption
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TOPIC B: LIVING IN A WIRED WORLD
TASK 4 (3 ½ minutes)
In this part of the speaking test, you will read a text that presents two sides of a controversial issue.
Your task will be to argue in favor of one side. If you wish, you may use any of the points provided
below to help you develop your argument.
You will have 1 minute to prepare your argument.
Issue: Mobile phones have become a mainstay in modern life, especially among younger generations. They
allow people to communicate with each other on demand, and generally make life more convenient. However,
they have been blamed for distracting drivers and causing accidents, and loud conversations in public places
are often seen as annoying. Additionally, some researchers are concerned that prolonged use may cause
serious health problems.
Question: What do you think?
Should there be more, or fewer, restrictions on mobile devices?
For:
MORE RESTRICTIONS ON MOBILE
DEVICES
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For:
FEWER RESTRICTIONS ON MOBILE
DEVICES

●

Health and safety concerns

●

Increased freedom

●

Environmental issues

●

Innovation and progress

●

Negative effects on society

●

Increased productivity

●

Costs outweigh benefits

●

Benefits outweigh costs
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